Willst du immer weiter schweifen?
Sieh, das Gute liegt so nah.
Lerne nur das Glück ergreifen,
Denn das Glück ist immer da.

Goethe • Erinnerung

Would you roam forever onward?
See the good that lies so near.
Only learn to grasp the fortune,
Fortune that is always there.

Goethe • Memento
Movement is made up of time, space and displacement – the act of moving between locations. Whether it is movement from A to B, from city to city or country to country – this is the simplest understanding of mobility as it appears on maps of movements. But the space that connects the starting point to our destination is drenched with meaning and ideas. Mobility is not only the ability to physically move through the world, but it is progress, freedom and opportunity. We are constantly heading from one point to another. It seems that life has become more about routes rather than roots. Therefore, we have concerningly become afraid of the idea of coming to a standstill. pinqponq believes that mobility can only make sense when you arrive at a certain point, both physically and mentally. Take the time to dwell for at least a moment in this time in space, before you are on the go again.
Paul is wearing the Blok Medium Rye Khaki PPC-BLM-001-753C.
Daria is wearing the Klak Infinite Blue PPC-RLT-002-397C.

Paul is wearing the Cubik Grand Rye Khaki PPC-BPG-001-753C.
Daria is wearing the Tetrik Vigor Pink PPC-TET-002-571C.
Paul and Daria are wearing products in Vivid Monochrome.
Paul is wearing the Tetrik Rye Khaki PPC-TET-002-753C.

Daria is wearing the Tetrik PPC-TET-002-748C and the Kalm Cement Taupe PPC-KAL-001-748C. Paul is wearing the Klas Cement Taupe PPC-RLT-002-748C.

Daria is wearing the Klas Infinite Blue PPC-RLT-002-397C.
Daria is wearing the Klak Rhye Khaki PPC-RLT-002-753C and the Tetrik Crystal Rose PPC-TET-002-563C. No one is wearing the Blok Medium PPC-BLM-001-563C, Brik Crystal Rose PPC-HPB-002-563C and the Brik Infinite Blue PPC-HPB-002-397C.
Paul is wearing the Tetrik PPC-TET-002-563C and the Blok Medium Crystal Rose PPC-BLM-001-563C.

No one is wearing the Brik PPC-HPB-002-563C, the Purik PPC-PUR-001-563C and the Klak Crystal Rose PPC-RLT-002-563C.
Daria is wearing the Blok Large PPC-BLK-006-801 and the Brik Licorice Black PPC-HPB-002-801.

Paul is wearing the Cubik Medium Licorice Black PPC-BPM-002-801.

Paul is wearing the Brik Vigor Pink PPC-HPB-002-571C.
No one is wearing the Backpacks and Hip Bags in seasonal colors: Infinite Blue, Rye Khaki, Vigor Pink and Crystal Rose. Daria is wearing the Purik Infinite Blue PPC-PUR-001-397C and the Tetrik Crystal Rose PPC-TET-002-563C.
Paul is wearing the Cubik Grand Rooted Black PPC-BPE-001-801C.

Daria is wearing the Tetrik Crystal Rose PPC-TET-002-563C and Klak Infinite Blue PPC-RLT-002-397C. Paul is wearing the Blok Large Rye Khaki PPC-BLK-001-753C and Brik Vigor Pink PPC-TET-002-571C.

Rosemarie is wearing Crystal Rose.
Daria is wearing the Pack PPC-HPB-002-563C and the Brik Crystal Rose PPC-PUR-001-563C.

No one is wearing the Backpacks and Hip Bags in Crystal Rose.
Paul is wearing the Tetrik Rye Khaki PPC-TET-002-753C.

Daria is wearing the Klak Infinite Blue PPC-RLT-002-397C.

Daria is holding the Cubik Medium Tide Blue PPC-BFM-002-385C.
Daria is wearing the Kalm PPC-KAL-001-255C and the Tetrik Airy Olive PPC-TET-002-255C.

Paul is wearing the Blok Large PPC-BLK-002-255C and Extrik Airy Olive PPC-EXT-002-255C.
Deep Woven is a solid fabric with a tough look and a natural texture – coming in two thicknesses suiting the particular styles perfectly. The fabric is made from recycled PET-bottles with a water-based PU-coating on the back and a PFC-free water and stain repellent treatment on the top for a sustainable water-resistant finish.

Melange is a blend of different shaded yarns achieving a natural feeling while being high performative. The fabric is made from recycled PET-bottles with a water-based PU-coating on the back and a PFC-free water and stain repellent treatment on the top for a sustainable water-resistant finish.

Pure Woven is a smooth and matte fabric combining contemporary sophistication with high performance. The fabric is made from recycled PET-bottles with a water-based PU-coating on the back and a PFC-free water and stain repellent treatment on the top for a sustainable water-resistant finish.
Responsibility
Sustainability is a promise. A promise for the future that pinqponq takes to heart, following this path one step at a time. pinqponq accepts its social and ecological responsibility, which is expressed through a resource-conserving manufacturing process, transparency about working conditions and the delivery chain, and close relationships with its partners.

Product
In an extremely dynamic era for the fashion industry, pinqponq distills the essence of design and quality. As a result, each product is the embodiment of an ambitious and careful process. pinqponq wants to satisfy each individual with a well thought-out product that has clean lines and is still original.

Imprint
Photography Kenny Germé @kennygermé • Styling Edem Dossou @edemd • Models Daria @daria.vlava, Paul @2cbun • Hair & Make-Up Sarah Busch @busch.hair • Art Direction FOND OF Creation • Support UPCYCLES Wunschrad, RollingBull, Leica • Special Thanks to Ulrike, Anika, Christian and the whole team from DJH Tecklenburg

Paul is wearing Brik Vigor Pink PPC-RLT-002-397C and Blok Large Rye Khaki PPC-RLT-002-397C.


Retailers please visit pinqponq.com/en/store-inquiry or contact sales@pinqponq.com
Daria is wearing the Tetrik Crystal Rose PPC-TET-002-563C.
Paul is wearing the Tetrik Eye Khaki PPC-TET-002-753C.